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In this chapter I cover computational modelling of emotion in Socially Interactive Agents.
I focus on the computational representation of emotion and other affective concepts such
as mood and attitude, and on computational modelling of appraisal, that is, the assessment
of personal relevance of a situation. In Section 1, I define essential affective concepts in
the study and modelling of emotion and discuss three different psychological perspectives
towards studying emotion that have strongly influenced emotion modelling in SIAs. I will
motivate why SIAs can make constructive use of emotions. In Section 2, I cover computational
representation of affective concepts and four approaches towards computational modelling of
appraisal. I also give four working examples. In Section 3-5, I cover the history, state of the
art and outlook of emotion modelling in SIAs.

10.1 Motivation
10.1.1 What are emotions

Emotions are about feelings. Emotions tell us how a situation matters to us. Emotions also
motivate us to do something about that situation, and we express them to let others know
how we feel. Emotion is a multifaceted phenomenon involving a relation between action,
motivation, expression, information processing, language, feelings and social interaction,
as well as showing complex interactions with other affective and cognitive phenomena
such as mood, attitudes, beliefs and decision making [Barrett et al. 2007, Damasio 1994,
Fischer and Manstead 2008, Frijda et al. 2000]. An instance of an emotion is a specific
combination of jointly active bodily and mental features, including expression, arousal,
assessment of the situation in terms of personal relevance, often with an associated (learned)
label [Broekens et al. 2013, Hoemann et al. 2019]. The core of an emotion is an assessment
of the personal relevance of a situation thereby in some way providing feedback on the
suitability of past, current, or future behaviour [Baumeister et al. 2007, Broekens et al. 2013,
Frijda 2004, Lazarus 1991, Moors et al. 2013, Van Reekum and Scherer 1997]. Even in
modern constructionist views this is an important underlying mechanism (’emotional events ...
fundamentally occur within a brain that anticipates the body’s energy needs in relation to the
current context.’) [Hoemann et al. 2019]. In this chapter, I will use the term appraisal for this
process of assessment, independent of how this process is implemented in agent or human,
or what the potential consequences on behaviour or further information processing are. This
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2 Chapter 10 Emotion

is useful for our discussion of emotion simulation in Socially Interactive Agents (SIA) later
on, as it distances us from debates around the nature of the appraisal process (in SIA’s this is
always grounded in binary information processing), it’s causal role (in SIA’s appraisal always
causes the emotion), and the exact information processing involved in this assessment (in
SIAs this is computationally implemented in many different ways).

However, what about mood, attitude, and other affective phenomena? To facilitate a clear
discussion of emotion in SIAs, in this section I define essential concepts in the study and
modelling of emotion. I cover affect, emotion, mood, attitude, relation, and personality (the
latter two to a limited extent as chapter 11, 12, 18 and 19 cover these topics in more depth).
Then I discuss three different psychological perspectives towards studying emotion that
have strongly influenced emotion modelling in SIAs: the categorical view; the dimensional-
constructionist view; and, the cognitive appraisal view. I will explain their main differences
but also their commonalities. Please note that cognitive appraisal refers to this particular
perspective on emotion elicitation, while appraisal is used as stated above. Finally, I briefly
highlight the interplay between affect and cognition in humans.

10.1.1.1 Definitions
The study of emotion falls within the field of affective sciences. Affect in affective science is
an umbrella term that refers to anything related to emotion, emotion processing and emotion
in social interaction. Affective science thus deals with the study of emotion in the broadest
sense. For the purpose of this chapter we introduce the most commonly used terminology
when it comes to emotion modelling in Socially Interactive Agents. I will borrow some of the
terminology from [Scherer 2005].

Affect also refers to the positiveness and negativeness associated with an emotion or other
psychological construct (an attitude, a mood, a thought, a relation, etc...). For example, in
mood induction studies [Dreisbach and Goschke 2004] (valence), in core affect [Russell
1980] (valence-arousal), and in affect associated with textual stimuli [Bradley and Lang 2007]
(valence-arousal-dominance).

Emotion refers to an event-related affective reaction (it is about something) typically of
short duration and relatively intense (one feels the emotion and is conscious of it). For
example, joy is a strong and short-term reaction resulting from an event with an associated
positive feeling. In psychology and neuroscience a distinction is made between emotions and
feelings, where feeling is sometimes reserved for the subjective experience of the emotion
([Damasio 1994],p139), while othertimes emotion is reserved for the mental categorisation
of the affective experience [Barrett 2005]. In this chapter I refer to feeling when I mean
experience.

Mood refers to the longer term affective state an individual is in, is usually less intense,
unrelated to a specific event, and less differentiated [Beedie et al. 2005]. For example, I can
be in a cheerful mood, in which case I feel positive (i.e., positive associated affect) for no
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particular reason (it is not directed at something specific) and although I feel good I am not
necessarily laughing all the time (it is not intense). Mood influences emotion elicitation; pre-
existing moods intensify congruent emotional responses [Neumann et al. 2001]. For example,
being in a positive mood makes me more, and more easily joyful, just like a grumpy mood
will make me more easily angry. Moods can be caused by psychological and biological events
including repeated emotions (e.g. repeated exposure to negative events), thoughts (e.g., when
ruminating or mind wandering), and changes in physiological state (e.g. hunger). Moods are
also difficult to identify for people and can be unconscious.

Attitude refers to affect that has been associated with something or someone. For example,
I like Chinese food (I have a positive association with Chinese food). Attitudes form due to
repeated exposure to and appraisal of a stimulus. Attitude is also referred to as opinion or
sentiment. For example in opinion mining and sentiment analysis [Liu and Zhang 2012], one
tries to automatically identify the attitude the public has for a particular thing or person based
on text data.

Related to attitudes are relations (interpersonal stance [Scherer 2005]), which are social
attitudes attributed to other agents, typically other people but not exclusively. For example,
I like my boss (i.e., I have a positive attitude towards my boss), and, I love my children
(i.e., I have a positive attitude towards my children and I feel a bond). Relations are complex
social constructs (see related chapters), but when it comes to emotion modelling in socially
interactive agents this definition is sufficient.

Personality (affect dispositions [Scherer 2005]) refers to generic and stable characteristics
of a person in terms of behaviour, emotion and thought. Usually a person’s personality is
expressed as values on several traits. These personality traits are the result of large factor
analysis studies of personality adjectives with the aim of expressing as much variation as
possible in as little number of factors. Then such factor’s are transformed into questionnaires
and validated for measuring personality traits. A well known personality model that is
used often in SIA’s is the big five factor model consisting of Openness, Conscientiousness,
Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neurotism (aka OCEAN) [Goldberg 1990, McCrae and
Costa 1987]. A newer, related personality model that puts more emphasis on emotional and
relational factors by introducing a new factor Honesty-Humility is HEXACO [Lee and Ashton
2004].

10.1.1.2 Emotion
Now that we have defined the most commonly used terms related to affect, we move on to
the three most influential perspectives on emotion in psychology that have influenced emotion
modelling in SIA’s: the categorical perspective; the dimensional-constructionist perspective;
and, the cognitive appraisal perspective (for an excellent comparison of the fundamentals be-
hind categorical versus dimensional perspectives see [Zachar and Ellis 2012]). Emotion can be
studied from these different, complementary perspectives. Each of these bring unique insights
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into what emotion is, and how emotions are produced and represented as psychological con-
structs in human minds. Furthermore, these perspectives offer opportunities but also present
limitations to computational modelling of emotion. It is therefore important to understand
these perspectives before modelling emotion in a SIA, because these perspectives ultimately
shape what you can expect from (interaction with) your emotional agent.

When emotions are studied from a categorical perspective, an emotion is a specific multi-
modal response resulting from an assessment of the situation in terms of survival potential
for the individual. All humans have the same survival needs, and many related animals as
well. As a result, many emotions are similar in different individuals of one species, and
probably even between species [Bekoff 2008, De Waal 2019]. The modalities of this reflex
typically consist of an affective assessment of the situation (is it good or bad), a specific
feeling (how does this feel), a specific action tendency (what do I do), and if evolution had
a need for it, a typical expression pattern (how do I show this internal state). For example,
anger is a negative feeling due to someone doing you harm. Anger has an associated tendency
to act aggressively, a particular facial grimace and an approach posture. The categorical
view emphasizes the evolutionary roots of emotion and its role in shaping behaviour and
communication. Key historical theories that represent this view include Darwin’s emotions
as serviceable habits (see [Barrett 2011] for a critical analysis), Ekman’s basic emotions
[Ekman and Friesen 1971], and Frijda’s action tendencies [Frijda 1988]. Jack [Jack et al.
2014] presents more recent work in this line, refining the notion of basic emotion categories
into biologically plausible hierarchies by studying perception of computationally generated
dynamic facial expressions. Indeed there is developmental evidence that emotional categories
and the labelling thereof develops over time and becomes more refined when children grow
older [Widen and Russell 2008]. The categorical perspective is useful when one is interested
in communication, labelling of emotions, emotion specificity and embodied approaches.

When emotions are studied from a dimensional perspective, an emotion is the person’s
interpretation of currently felt core affect, where core affect is described in terms of affective
dimensions [Russell 1980]. This relates to the constructionist view [Barrett 2005] that empha-
sizes that many important emotions that we experience are not related to any expression or
action tendency, even though we do have words and feelings that clearly identify these emo-
tions as specific mental constructs with an affective feeling. We learn to classify core affect,
together with the context of it’s emergence, just like we learn to classify colours or car brands.
These affective dimensions typically include valence (aka pleasure) and arousal (not the same
as emotional intensity), and sometimes a third dimension called dominance (related to moti-
vational stance and social verticality [Mast and Hall 2017]). Valence refers to the positive and
negative aspect of the emotion, arousal to the associated physiological activation, and domi-
nance to the amount of influence and control the individual feels over the situation. Emotions
are the labels we learn to attach to specific values of core affect together with the context.
For example, sadness is a label we identify with a feeling of low valence, low arousal, and
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low dominance, when something happens that is irreversible; while elation (extreme joy) is
a label we identify with a feeling of high valence, high arousal and high dominance [Mehra-
bian 1980]. Affective dimensions can also be associated with other psychological constructs
including moods, thoughts, opinions, and even representations of objects. It is important to
keep in mind that while it is possible to describe an emotion in terms of its affective dimen-
sions, these dimensions have low specificity and without knowing what a PAD value triplet
represents in context it is hard to deduce what it means. For example, interpreting high va-
lence, high arousal, and high dominance as elated is not necessarily correct; the individual
might feel extreme pride instead. More contextual information is needed to find the ’correct’
emotion label because many emotion labels map to similar PAD values. The dimensional per-
spective is useful in SIA’s when one is interested in a common representation for different
affective phenomena (e.g. when modelling emotion, mood and attitudes) or when emotional
continuity is important (e.g. when modelling emotions that dynamically change from one into
the other).

When emotions are studied from a cognitive appraisal perspective, an emotion is the result
of the evaluation of the situation on a set of cognitive dimensions in light of the individual’s
concerns in order to motivate the individual into appropriate action [Arnold 1960, Ortony et al.
1988, Roseman and Smith 2001, Scherer 2001, Smith and Lazarus 1990, Van Reekum and
Scherer 1997]. In short, emotion results from concern-based reasoning. Some evaluations are
simple assessments of stimulus properties, e.g., the suddenness of a stimulus or the intrinsic
pleasantness of that stimulus. Others are complex assessments of the consequences and causes
of the stimulus, e.g., goal congruence and attribution of responsibility. However, the core
of this view is that emotion is largely the result of a cognitive evaluation of the situation.
As mentioned, this cognitive appraisal process is organized into different processes often
referred as appraisal dimensions. For example, if a car is nearing me at great speed, this is a
sudden stimulus that is of personal relevance, not conducive to my concern of survival, and
I have limited control. This combination of appraisal dimension ’activations’ (sudden, high
relevance, low goal congruence, and low control) is typically associated with the emotion
we would label as ’fear’ [Scherer 2001]. Cognitive appraisal theory thus links cognitive
processing to the elicitation of emotion. Note, however, that modern appraisal theory does
not claim that all assessments are due to conscious reasoning, for example, when the taste
of candy is assessed as pleasant. Cognitive appraisal theories are less concerned with exact
emotion labelling of the appraisal outcome, nor are they with the resulting specific behaviour.
Although many SIA researchers have interpreted appraisal as a goal/belief-derived reasoning
process aimed at action planning (see e.g. [Gratch and Marsella 2004, Rosis et al. 2003]), this
view has been advocated explicitly only recently by a subset of cognitive emotion theorists
[Moors et al. 2017, Reisenzein 2009a]. The cognitive appraisal view is useful when one is
interested in modelling the emotion elicitation process, but lacks a precise mapping between
the appraisal and the resulting emotion label. An exception to the latter is the Ortony-Clore-
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Collins model [Ortony et al. 1988] (see [Bartneck 2002] for an analysis of the model),
explaining its popularity in SIA’s [Popescu et al. 2014, Rosis et al. 2003] as well as formal
modelling of emotion [Adam et al. 2009, Meyer 2006, Steunebrink et al. 2007]. The cognitive
appraisal perspective is helpful when emotions are needed for agents that have a cognitive
basis for their AI.

These three perspectives are complementary. Affective dimension-constructionist views
give us a generic representation of affect for a wide variety of affective phenomena while em-
phasising a common emotional core and statistical categorization principles explaining indi-
vidual emotional development and variation. Categorical emotion research brings us structure
in affective expression and communication while emphasising the biological roots of emo-
tions as coordinated behaviours to address immediate concerns. Cognitive appraisal theory
brings us information processing mechanisms for the elicitation of emotion while empha-
sizing that specific emotions are elicited by thought processes that are mental, individual,
and contextual. There are also important similarities. First of all, all views emphasize that
emotion is about experiencing the positiveness and negativeness of a situation related to the
well-being of the organism. All views therefore acknowledge that emotions at the core are
about assessing the utility of the current situation with respect to survival of the individual.
The valence dimension represents positive/negativeness in the dimensional view, categorical
emotions are hierarchically structured around positive and negative emotions, and cognitive
appraisal resolves around an affective evaluation related to personal concerns. Second, the
different views reserve an important role for power, including social power. The dominance
dimension represents the extend to which one influences or is influenced by the external envi-
ronment (including others), an important aspect of categorical emotions is whether the emo-
tion is an approach versus avoidance emotion, and many cognitive appraisal theories propose
coping-related appraisal processes related to the perception of power and influence [Scherer
2001]. Finally, all views emphasize the importance of bodily activation. The arousal dimen-
sion represents the extend to which a stimulus, thought, relation, etc.. has associated bodily
activation, categorical emotions are strongly tied to action and bodily activation through ac-
tion tendencies [Frijda 1988], and cognitive appraisal theories have processes related to the
urgency and novelty of stimuli (e.g. [Scherer 2001] that predict alertness of the individual.

10.1.1.3 Affect and Cognition
Modern psychology, neuroscience and computational modelling research strongly suggests
that affective processing and cognitive processing are interdependent [Broekens 2018, Dama-
sio 1994, Hoemann et al. 2019, Marsella and Gratch 2009, Moors et al. 2017, Reisenzein
2009a, Rolls 2014]. In fact, many emotion theorists nowadays suspect that a hard distinction
between cognition and emotion is arbitrary and not helping in advancing our understanding of
affect and cognition. However, here I will not go into that debate but simply list several well-
known interactions between affect and cognition. First, mood influences information process-
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ing in that positive moods typically favour high-level processing of information and creative
problem solving while negative moods favour attention to detail and critical reflection [Dreis-
bach and Goschke 2004, Vosburg 1998], and certain information processing styles are more
prone to influences of mood than others [Forgas 2000]. Second, memory recall is mood con-
gruent [Matt et al. 1992]. Third, emotional processing needs to be intact for decision making
[Damasio 1994] and affect influences how decisions are made, e.g. in negotiation [Broekens
et al. 2010, Kleef et al. 2004]. Forth, memories with strong associated emotions are easier to
remember [Reisberg and Hertel 2003], affect-based attitudes are relatively stable compared to
cognition-based attitudes [Edwards 1990], and affect plays an important role in how attitudes
[Maio et al. 2018] and judgments [Greifeneder et al. 2010] are formed. Many mechanisms
have been proposed that might be responsible for this including current affect as a source of
information about something, current affect that triggers associations with congruent attitudes,
arousal as intensity measure for the importance of beliefs and memories, emotion processing
as a way to value alternative outcomes, etc... It would go to far to review this field here, but I
hope to have convinced you that cognition and emotion are intertwined.

10.1.2 Why do Socially Interactive Agents need Emotions?
Now that we have covered some background in affective science, I explain why SIAs,
particularly those that need to interact with humans, need some form of artificial emotional
intelligence [Picard 1997, Schuller and Schuller 2018]. Emotional Intelligence is defined as
the ability to carry out accurate reasoning about emotions and the ability to use emotions
and emotional knowledge to enhance thought [Mayer et al. 2008]. This ability should -
for now - be considered a ’holy grail’ for SIA research as this is still a long way to go.
For this to be possible, many things need to be in place including proper recognition of
emotion in humans, plausible emotion elicitation simulation and incorporation of affective
information in the agent’s information processing, and finally reliable emotion expression
synthesis. Further, agent reasoning, machine learning and pattern recognition is needed as
well for a solid understanding of the context.

However, why would we want this in the first place? In general, there are two main reasons
for using affect in SIAs: expression of affect and recognition of affect can be used as a means
to enhance SIAs’ communication abilities, and, the modelling of affective processes can
enhance the SIA’s decision making abilities. This closely follows the function of emotion in
humans. On an interpersonal level, emotion has a communicative function: the expression of
an emotion is used to communicate social feedback as well as empathy (or distance) (see, e.g.,
[Fischer and Manstead 2008]). On an intra-personal level emotion has a reflective function
[Oatley 2010]: emotions shape behaviour by providing feedback on past, current and future
situations [Baumeister et al. 2007] as well as help to make important decisions [Damasio
1994].
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Communication of affect is essential for the development of children [Buss and Kiel 2004,
Chong et al. 2003, Klinnert 1984, Saint-georges et al. 2013]. If SIAs are implemented either
as tutor/coach or as teachable robot or agent, then it is likely that both roles are difficult to
fulfil without the use of affective processing in the SIA (See e.g., [Castellano et al. 2013,
Heylen et al. 2003]). Indeed, evidence indicates that emotion helps for both roles [Broekens
2007, Leyzberg et al. 2011]. Communication of affect is also essential for the development
of relationships and the building of trust [Weber et al. 2004], and the communication of
empathy [Dimberg et al. 2011]. These are important elements in the building of rapport
with a conversational agent (see chapters 11 and 12 on empathy and rapport). Indeed there
is evidence that SIA’s that express emotions and mood as part of their behaviour are perceived
to be more empathic resulting in higher trust [Cramer et al. 2010] than those that do not, and,
that emotions expressed by agents influence how the users respond to the agent [de Melo et al.
2011, 2014]. Also, there is a long line of research in emotional and sociable robots showing
that users generally attribute all kinds of human abilities and characteristics to the robots (see,
e.g., [Turkle et al. 2006])

Emotions are essential in decision making [Damasio 1994]. Classically, artificial reasoning
and decision making is approached from the perspective of optimality: the process should
give the best possible outcome given the input data/knowledge base. However, in many cases,
reaching a ’good enough’ solution, i.e., satisficing solution, is fine as well. Further, sometimes
the goal is to represent human decision making, not to reach optimality per se [Baarslag et al.
2017]. Indeed, work on embedding emotions in decision making architectures clearly showed
diverse benefits for reaching better solutions or good enough solutions faster [Belavkin 2001,
Salichs and Malfaz 2012]. A long history of research into cognitive-affective architectures
shows that emotions can play a useful role in agent learning, exploration and reasoning
[Franklin and Graesser 1999, Franklin et al. 2014, Hogewoning et al. 2007, Marinier III and
Laird 2004, Velasquez 1998] (see historical section for more references).

In short, emotions are in various was crucial for social interactive agents. We will next look
at the computational methods to implement emotions in such agents.

10.2 Computational Models and Approaches
This section focuses on computational modelling of affect, excluding both expression synthe-
sis (see Section II in this book, and Section II in [Calvo et al. 2014]) and automated affect
detection (see Section II in [Calvo et al. 2014] and Section III in [Burgoon et al. 2017]). I dis-
cuss the most commonly used approaches to modelling emotion and directly related affective
phenomena including mood, attitude, relation and personality. First, I cover computational
representations of emotion, mood, attitude, relation and personality. These representations
are the computational constructs maintaining the values of the affective variables. Then, I
cover four approaches to the computational modelling of appraisal, i.e., emotion elicitation,
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the mechanism responsible for simulating the values of artificial emotions when the SIA eval-
uates its situation. Finally, I cover four working examples, one for each approach.

10.2.1 Computational representations of affect
In this section I cover the most commonly used computational representation of the affective
phenomena introduced in the definition sections. Note that SIA architectures do not need to
implement all of these phenomena.

The emotion of the agent (aka affective state) is usually represented as a vector with
intensities e = [iE1 , ..., iEn ] for each represented emotion E = {E1, ...,En} [Kaptein et al. 2016,
Ochs et al. 2009]. Vector elements typically represent categorical emotions or dimensions. For
example, if an agent models the six Ekman emotions, then E = { joy,surprise,anger, f ear,
disgust,sadness} with for example an emotional state equal to e = [1,0.5,0,0,0,0] denoting
maximum intensity for joy, and half intensity for surprise. If the emotion is represented as
emotion dimensions, then, for example E = {valence,arousal,dominance} and the emotional
state could be e = [1,1,0]. Note that when the agent needs to express or reason upon this state,
there are many different ways to do this. For example, one could take Express(Max(e)) to
express only the emotion with the highest intensity, or one could express the interpolation of
the expressions based on all intensities in ExpressInterpolate(e), if the expression/rendering
allows this. For reasoning upon the state, similar choices need to be made. The emotional
state is changed due to appraisals (covered in detail below). Appraisals eventually result in
emotion intensities, which are integrated in the emotional state. In the below dynamics we
assume an appraisal sets the emotional state, however, one can also add the appraisal to it and
use a bound for the emotion intensities. Further, in the absence of appraisals the emotional
state typically decays over time. So, the complete abstract dynamics for the emotional state
can be written as follows:

et+1 = at(situation)∨{et ∗ γ} (10.1)

with γ = [0,1] and at(situation) the outcome of the appraisal process at time t represented as
an emotion vector with dimensions E.

The mood of the agent is also commonly represented as a vector with intensities m =

[iM1 , ..., iMn ] for each represented emotion M = {M1, ...,Mn}. Moods are typically represented
as a vector of dimensions [Jones and Sabouret 2013, Peña et al. 2011], but one also sees
approaches with a categorical mood state. The mood state typically is a function of the history
of the last n emotional states, so:

mt = f (g(et−n), ...,g(et)) (10.2)

Usually, f () is some form of averaging, i.e., f () = avg(), with g(x)→ x, i.e., function g() does
nothing. Sometimes the mood representation is different form the emotion representation,
for example when the emotional state is represented as a vector of basic emotion intensities
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while the mood is represented as a vector of affective dimensions. In those cases, function
g() maps the emotional state to a different representation first. We will use g() to denote
a mapping function between affective dimensions throughout this chapter. For example,
when M = {valence,arousal,dominance} and the emotional state is again based on Ekman,
E = { joy,surprise,anger, f ear,disgust,sadness}, then a possible element from this mapping
could be g([1,0.5,0,0,0,0]) → [1,1,1]. Such mappings are usually continuous functions
based on findings from the literature (see e.g. the word-affect lists from Bradley and Lang
[Bradley and Lang 2007] or Mehrabian [Mehrabian 1980]). Moods can also influence the
emotional state. One of the more common ways is to have the emotional state decay to the
mood state:

et+1 = at(situation)∨{g−1(m)∗ (1− γ)+ et ∗ γ} (10.3)

with g−1(m) the inverse mapping from the agent’s mood representation to emotional state
representation. Note that such inverse mapping is not trivial if the emotional state has a higher
dimensionality, and requires a representation of the emotions in the lower dimensional mood
space, for example as points representing prototype emotions, and a distance function defining
the intensities [Breazeal 1998].

An attitude is usually represented as an association between a piece of affective informa-
tion and a piece of knowledge (a belief, a state, an entry in a knowledge base, a ’chunk’, a
thought, an image, a word, etc...). The affective information typically originates from the emo-
tional state or the appraisal process. Again, the actual representation varies depending on the
affective dimensions used, but attitudes are commonly represented with the valence dimen-
sion alone. Computationally this means that an attitude atk = i is a tuple of an intensity i and
a piece of knowledge k. Attitudes form due to the attribution of an appraisal or emotion to a
piece of knowledge k. In order to do this, the agent appraises the current situation, potentially
identifies salient aspects of the situation, and stores the result of the appraisal, or the resulting
emotional state, as an association with the situation or one or more aspects. For example, if a
virtual math coach identifies that the currently proposed exercise is too hard for a child, and
the child reacts with anger, it could appraise based on the OCC model [Ortony et al. 1988]
that it’s own action is blameworthy resulting in the emotion of guilt, storing a negative atti-
tude for that exercise atexercise = g([ joy= 0, ..,guilt = 1]) with g([ joy= 0, ..,guilt = 1]) =−1,
assuming that attitudes get mapped from the OCC emotions to a one dimensional valence rep-
resentation by a mapping function g() taking either an emotional state e or appraisal a as input
[Jones and Sabouret 2013]. Also attitudes have dynamics, with a simple abstract form equal
to:

atk,t+1 = g(e∨a)∗ (1− γ)+atk,t ∗ γ (10.4)
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with t the time dimension, usually moments of attributions so that attitudes will be averaged
over attributions, and γ another discount factor. Attitudes can also be stored as fuzzy or
probabilistic links between beliefs and emotions in e.g. a Belief Net.

When it comes to computational representations of relations we have to distinguish rela-
tions from social emotions. Relations are typically represented as ragent = i with agent being
the agent and i being again the intensity of the relation on some affective dimensions (see e.g.
[Ochs et al. 2009]). The rest is similar to attitudes: relations develop over time due to emotions
or appraisals and can be represented on different dimensions than the emotional state. Social
emotions are emotions that exist by the virtue of relations and other agents, are attributed to
other agents, and influence relations with other agents. To highlight the difference: one can
have a positive relation with someone and feel proud of, envious, angry at, disappointed with,
or thankful for that person. This might influence the relation (following the attribution as ex-
plained above), but it is something different. To give a concrete example: if I have a positive
relation with Peter rPeter,t = 1, and Peter does something that makes me feel disappointed,
then following Equation 10.4 my relation could become:

rPeter,t+1 = g([...,disappointment = 1, ...])∗0.2+ rPeter,t ∗0.8)

rPeter,t+1 =−1∗0.2+1∗0.8)

rPeter,t+1 = 0.6

(10.5)

with g([...,disappointment = 1, ...]) = −1 and γ = 0.8. If Peter repeatedly disappoints me,
my relation towards him will gradually move to −1 with a speed depending on γ.

Personality is usually represented as a vector of personality trait values p = [iT1 , ..., iTn ],
with T = T1, ...,Tn being the traits, e.g. based on OCEAN [Goldberg 1990]. Contrary to the
above affective constructs, the personality is assumed to be stable, so once set, p does not
change for an individual agent. There are many ways in which personality can influence the
emotional state, including changing the way information is processed, changing the sensitivity
of particular emotions by having e.g. an emotion-specific personality-dependent γ, changing
the weight for particular appraisal processes in the calculation of the appraisal of the current
situation, and using the personality as a default agent mood [Gebhard 2005]. In most cases
some static mapping g(p) is introduced linking p to the factors that change the emotional
outcome (appraisal weights, emotion sensitivity) [Jones and Sabouret 2013].

10.2.2 Emotion elicitation
The core of an emotion is the assessment of personal relevance of a situation, thereby in some
way providing feedback on the suitability of past, current, or future behaviour [Baumeister
et al. 2007, Broekens et al. 2013, Moors et al. 2013, Van Reekum and Scherer 1997]. As
mentioned, in this chapter I will use the term appraisal for this process of assessment. An
emotion occurs when something happens that is personally meaningful to the agent. In this
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chapter, I cover four approaches towards computational modelling of appraisal: cognitive-
agent based modelling, embodied modelling, reinforcement-learning modelling, and hard-
wired appraisal. Each approach is based on different modelling principles, in particular with
respect to the concept of goal, and the representation of the agent-environment relation.
Cognitive-agent based appraisal models use some form of cognitive agent formalism - such
as BDI logic or utility-based planning - to represent the agent-environment relation, with
an explicit representation of a goal that can be used in planning and reasoning (for review
see [Gratch and Marsella 2014]). Embodied modelling uses a goal representation derived
from homeostasis, and places less emphasis on symbolic processing to assess the agent-
environment relation (for a recent treatise see [Canamero 2019]). Reinforcement learning-
based modelling proposes that goals are derived from some value or reward signal, and the
agent-environment relation is based on (models of) state-action-reward-state-action sequences
(see [Moerland et al. 2018] for a recent review). Hard-wired appraisal directly or indirectly
encodes the appraisal outcome in the stimuli perceived by the agent. Although each of these
approaches are different, they all share a utility-based view of appraisal. Therefore, from a
theoretical perspective all of these approaches are related to the psychological concept of
appraisal. There is always some agent’s need and some form of discrepancy or distance
between the current state and that need. Emotion is derived from this discrepancy and the
intensity of the need.

10.2.2.1 Cognitive-agent based modelling
Cognitive-agent based appraisal models are based on cognitive theories of emotion. In cog-
nitive appraisal theory emotion is often defined as a valenced reaction resulting from the
assessment of personal relevance of an event [Moors et al. 2013, Ortony et al. 1988, Scherer
2001]. The assessment is based on what the agent believes to be true and what it aims to
achieve as well as its perspective on what is desirable for others. The basis is that a collec-
tion of computational processes analyse the current situation in terms of desirability for and
impact on the agent [Dias and Paiva 2005, Marsella and Gratch 2009, Popescu et al. 2014,
Steunebrink et al. 2007]. Cognitive appraisal models in SIA’s mostly come in two flavours:
those developed from theories that propose specific appraisals to assess the affective outcome
of stimuli, we refer to this as stimulus appraisal, and, those developed from theories that pro-
pose that emotions result from belief-desire structures, we refer to this as belief-desire theory
of emotion or BDTE.

We first cover stimulus appraisal. Each appraisal process is responsible for a particular
aspect of the analysis of the stimulus and together they result in an emotion. Most computa-
tional models are based on Ortony Clore and Collins’ model [Ortony et al. 1988]. This OCC
model proposes a tree-structure of evaluations, resulting in one or more specific emotions for
a given situation. The appraisal process is described in abstract computational terms including
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statements such as:

i f desirable(event)∧approveAction(otherAgent)→ emotion(gratitude) (10.6)

Although this does not tell us how to calculate desirable(event) or approveAction(otherAgent)
or the intensity of emotion(gratitude), it does give a precise structure to implement appraisal
rules and the resulting emotions. Many computational models use this structure as a guideline
for the emotion elicitation process of virtual agents and robots. Further, due to this clarity it
facilitates selecting an expression when interacting with humans. Computational models need
some appraisal logic to decide how to implement the appraisal processes and the emotional
intensities. For example based on modal logic, desirable can be expressed as accomplishing a
goal:

i f κ ∈ K∧κ = true→ desirable(κ) (10.7)

This still needs to be extended with proper intensities and a logic for consequences of events,
see e.g., [Steunebrink et al. 2008] for more detail on such an approach. Other approaches are
more agent-logic agnostic and focus on the appraisal framework ([Dias et al. 2014, Jiang et al.
2007, Ochs et al. 2009, Popescu et al. 2014]), or use a fuzzy-logic approach based on OCC
to determine the emotional state [El-Nasr et al. 2000]. Several models are available as open
source appraisal engines, including FATIMA [Dias et al. 2014] and GAMYGDALA [Popescu
et al. 2014].

A second influential stimulus appraisal idea is that appraisal processes evaluate stimuli
in order to motivate appropriate behaviour, with a looser connection to the specific emotion
that results from those processes. This can be found in Smith and Lazarus appraisal theory
as well as in Scherer’s Stimulus Evaluation Checks (SEC). Both propose that situations are
checked by specific appraisal processes, in line with OCC, but the appraisals are different
and follow a different process. SEC, for example, proposes that simple appraisals assess
the stimulus first, including relevance and pleasantness of that stimulus, after which more
complex processes kick in, including goal congruence and even later coping. Computational
models based on SEC follow similar lines as those based on OCC, namely, they have to select
and implement specific appraisals, which together give an indication of the resulting emotion.
For example, when a stimulus is sudden and unpleasant, fear is likely to be the emotional
result. A computational model will now have to implement

i f sudden(event)∧unpleasant(event)→ emotion( f ear) (10.8)

While Scherer’s model goes into quite some depth on the appraisal processes, the link
between appraisal activation and emotion is less clear. Therefore it is harder for the agent
designer to decide based on this theory what specific emotion comes out of the reasoning
process. This is not problematic when interested in simulating appraisal (such as in the
work by Marinier and Laird [Marinier III and Laird 2004]), but may become a problem if
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clear emotion signals need to be send to the user of the SIA. A well-known computational
model that is inspired by this idea of sequential checking in light of an organisms adaptation
and functioning is EMA [Marsella and Gratch 2009]. EMA implements appraisals as fast
automatic and parallel evaluators of the current cognitive state. As such the appraisal has no
causal influence (although the information may be used for coping later on) but provides a
moment-to-moment affective summary of the situation, an idea that also resonates with the
ideas of BDTE discussed next.

We now cover the cognitive-motivational view also known as belief-desire theory of emo-
tion (BDTE). BDTE assumes that appraisal of beliefs and desires, rather than stimuli, is the
core of what emotions are. The key difference is that BDTE proposes that emotions result
from an assessment of the current belief-desire structure of an agent, while previous theories
propose that perceived stimuli are assessed with a set of appraisal processes in the context of
desires of the agent. There are subtle differences in the psychological and philosophical under-
pinnings and ramifications of different BDTE approaches (see [Reisenzein 2009b]), but from
a SIA engineer’s perspective all BDTE approaches place important emphasis on the concepts
of beliefs and desires (goal states in particular). To explain this view we take Reisenzein’s cog-
nitive model as example. In this model there are two core appraisal processes: belief-belief
and belief-desire congruence. Reisenzein proposes that these processes are sufficient to ex-
plain eight basic emotions [Reisenzein 2009a]. For example, joy results from the belief that a
state s is true and desired (i.e., s is a goal state). Fear would result from the belief that a state
s becomes more true but not entirely, and s is not desired. And so on...

In practice, though, the difference between BDTE models and stimulus appraisal models
is not so big from a computational point of view. In both cases, the computational model
needs to explicate the appraisal processes and this is usually done with a form of utility
planning/goal-based agent formalism. For example, while Steunebrink uses OCC as basis
[Steunebrink et al. 2007] and Kaptein uses Reisenzein’s BDTE [Kaptein et al. 2016], both
use similar agent logic to decide upon the desirability of events (whether or not a belief helps
achieving a desired goal, that is). Further, in both approaches, typical agent implementations
will not reason upon just a holistic state representation, but instead will reason over beliefs,
plans and goals [Castelfranchi, Kaptein et al. 2016, Marsella and Gratch 2009, Meyer 2006,
Reilly 1996, Steunebrink et al. 2007]. For example, if a particular belief brings closer (e.g.
in terms of time, or effort of the agent) a particular goal, then hope could result. As the final
actions of these agents are often also informed by this same process of reasoning, action and
emotion are in line, which is consistent with current cognitive views on emotion [Moors et al.
2017].

10.2.2.2 Embodied Models
In theories that emphasize biology, behaviour, and evolutionary benefit [Frijda 2004,
Panksepp 1982], or core-affect [Russell 1980] the emotion is more directly related to ac-
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tion selection, the body, hormones, biological drives and particular behaviours but the core
of the appraisal is similar: an assessment of harm versus benefit resulting in action aimed
at adapting the behaviour of the agent. Computationally, Embodied models of emotion em-
phasize that agents have drives, limited decision making resources, an artificial body, and an
action selection problem. Core in most of these models is that at some point the agent needs
to select an action in real time and this action needs to be consistent with the need to keep
a set of homeostatic variables in check [Arkin et al. 2003, Cañamero 2003, Cos et al. 2013].
This process of homeostasis is the basis for the goal representations. For example, the emo-
tion from the homeostasis process may be used as additional - or modulation of the - reward
signal (e.g., [Cos et al. 2013] motivated actor-critic approach). Such emotion models are thus
implemented on top of homeostatic machines [Man and Damasio 2019]. Most implementa-
tions of such models are used in studying how robots can solve relatively simple resource
gathering-like tasks [Avila-Garcia and Canamero 2005, Kiryazov et al. 2013], although these
principles can be applied to human-robot and human agent interaction as well [Arkin et al.
2003, Breazeal 1998, Verdijk et al. 2015].

An important concept in embodied models of emotion is grounding: emotion is emerging
from the organism’s assessment of (and is functionally meaningful to) its bodily state and
well-being. For example, fear is the anticipation of bodily harm, resulting in avoidance
behaviour. If a robot has sensors to detect body integrity (which is a homeostatic variable
it wants to keep up), and it has an association between a certain stimulus and a decrease in
body integrity, then the perception that body integrity is anticipated to drop triggers a drive to
do something about that, eventually resulting in an action to move away from the stimulus.
Notice that in this process we could add that fear is triggered with an intensity equal to the
predicted drop in body integrity, but in this embodied example this does not add much to the
whole process. Indeed, in many embodied approaches the emotions are considered emergent
phenomena, consisting of the collective activation of processes including affect grounded in
the robots body and activity to meet robotic needs. As such, they fit well with core-affect
and constructionist views as well. For example in the work by Kiryazov [Kiryazov et al.
2013], arousal is a representation of the robots electrical energy processes. In the work by
Avila-Garcia and Canamero [Avila-Garcia and Canamero 2005] the ’emotion’ of fear can
be observed when the robot’s subsystems trigger behaviour to avoid a competitor robot in a
resource gathering task when in a high-risk health state.

10.2.2.3 Reinforcement Learning Models
Most reinforcement learning models of emotion are in essence cognitive appraisal theories
implemented on top of the reinforcement learning paradigm. With RL an agent tries to solve
a Markov Decision Problem by effective exploration, receiving after each action it takes as
only feedback the reward and the next state it arrives in [Kaelbling et al. 1996, Sutton and
Barto 2018]. The goal of the agent is to learn an action selection policy that will maximize
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utility, expressed as the sum of future rewards. The reward is a scalar R(s,a), the utility of
a state is expressed as the value V (s), the value of an action is Q(s,a) and the MDP model
is usually represented as conditional transition probabilities T (s′|s,a). RL models of emotion
have been extensively surveyed in [Moerland et al. 2018]. Here we summarize two of the four
main approaches towards emotion elicitation (not how the simulated emotion is subsequently
used). The other two are very similar to either embodied modelling or hard-wired appraisal.

In the first approach the agent learns and acts in the environment and the emotions are
derived from the reward, the value function or the temporal difference signal (the update to
the value of the state, see below in the Examples section). The default assumption is similar
to that of cognitive appraisal theory, namely, that affect is related to an assessment of utility.
First ideas emerged as early as the 1980’s with the work of Bosinovski [Bozinovski 1982]
interpreting the state-value as the emotion associated to that state. Also in [Broekens et al.
2015], the value of the state is used as a signal for fear and hope, while in [Moerland et al.
2016] the temporal difference signal is taken as basis for the simulation of joy and distress,
hope and fear. Salichs and Malfaz [Salichs and Malfaz 2012] model fear for a particular
state as the worst historical Q-value associated with that state (remembering a particular bad
situation that it should fear). Other approaches compute a mood-like signal from normalized
averages of rewards over time [Hogewoning et al. 2007, Schweighofer and Doya 2003].

In the second approach, the agent appraises situations based on its model and environment
states. Typically, appraisal processes are implemented based on a cognitive appraisal theory
that take state and model information as input, and output either emotion intensities or
appraisal intensities (e.g., novelty, desirability, etc.). These emotions can then be used as meta-
learning parameters or as additional reward signals. Key approaches include Marinier and
Lairds approach [Marinier and Laird 2008] and Sequeira’s [Sequeira et al. 2014], both based
on Scherer [Scherer 2001]. Notice that when it comes to emotion elicitation, this approach is
in fact a cognitive appraisal based approach, albeit using RL state and model as input.

10.2.2.4 Hard-wired appraisal
Finally we briefly cover an emotion elicitation approach that I would refer to as hard-wired
appraisal. Here, events or environmental stimuli have a predetermined meaning in terms of
the appraisal processes or even in terms of emotion. For example, for the stimulus snake there
would be a predetermined emotional outcome f ear(snake) = 1. These primary emotional re-
sponses are often related to the low route of LeDoux’s emotion processing proposal, whereby
primary emotions are evolutionary shaped complex responses [LeDoux 1996]. Secondary
emotions are more difficult to simulate because each event has a predetermined emotional
meaning, and for these secondary emotions cognitive processing is assumed to be needed.
To add some flexibility, some approaches do not directly annotate events with emotional or
appraisal consequences but indirectly using the input needed for the appraisal process. For ex-
ample, in both [Ochs et al. 2009] and [Popescu et al. 2014] the events in a simulation can be
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annotated with appraisal-relevant information including to which goal the event is contribut-
ing and the likelihood of the event being true, after which the ’black-box’ appraisal engine will
interpret the event and compute emotional consequence and effects on e.g. relations between
agents.

10.2.3 Examples of cognitive-affective architectures
In this section, we will go through the design of four fictional cognitive-affective architectures
for a socially interactive agent inspired by the four modelling approaches just described. We
focus on the appraisal (not the expression). It is important to keep in mind that emotions
are added to an agent for a particular purpose. This can be theoretical exploration, but also
practical purposes such as enabling a robot to simulate emotions to children. These design
goals change the way the model is developed and evaluated.

10.2.3.1 Cognitive-agent based appraisal
Assume we want a virtual agent that can help tutor children with math problems. Inspired
by [Castellano et al. 2013, D’Mello et al. 2007], we assume the children want to learn and
we assume the robot is empathic, i.e., it’s own emotions will mimic those of the child. As
such we assume the robot has the same goal as the child, namely, goal(understand(X)).
The robot can give exercises to the child in the form of actions pushed to a tablet in-
terface action(exercise(X ,nr)), and perceive the answers percept(answer(X ,nr)) pushing
answer(X ,nr) in the belief base of the agent. It further has a knowledge base of correct an-
swers correct(X ,nr) and some rules stating that:

i f answer(X ,nr) = correct(X ,nr)→ likelyhood(X , l +1) else likelyhood(X , l−1) (10.9)

i f likelyhood(X)> 10→ understand(X) (10.10)

i f answer(X ,nr)∧¬understand(X)→ action(exercise(X ,nr+1)) (10.11)

which keeps pushing actions. Granted, this is a simple agent, but it will start pushing actions
as long as the child does not understand a particular goal X , which we add in the following
way to the goal base goal(understand( f ractions)).

Now we implement a simple emotion model based on Reisenzein’s ideas that emotions
are belief-belief and belief-desire comparators. In fact we cheat a bit because one of the
comparators, the likelihood of the goal being true, is build in the logic in the form of the
likelyhood(X) predicate. We can now express the appraisal process for joy as follows:

i f understand(X)∧goal(understand(X))→ joy(X) (10.12)

The agent is happy when it believes the child reaches the learning goal X . Now this is not a
very interactive agent, and it would be helpful to also express some hope when the child is
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doing a good job. For this the agent needs to know if the situation improved or not. We add:

i f answer(X ,nr) = correct(X ,nr)→ improved(X) (10.13)

Now we can simply appraise this as follows:

i f improved(X)∧goal(understand(X))→ hope(X) (10.14)

The agent is hopeful (and of course expresses this to the child) when improvement is made.
I leave the formalisation of distress and fear as well as a an actual working simulation of this
system as an exercise to the reader.

10.2.3.2 Embodied appraisal
Assume we want to investigate the relation between resource gathering, survival and emo-
tions. Inspired by [Avila-Garcia and Canamero 2005, Kiryazov et al. 2013], consider the
following homeostatic machine (animat) with homeostatic variables H = {hunger, thirst},
behavioural urges B = {search,drink,eat}, potential stimuli S = { f ood,water} and drives

Deat = (hunger ∗ f ood),

Ddrink = (thirst ∗water),

Dsearch = (hunger ∗ thirst)

(10.15)

where we assume that the intensity of the drive Db equals the behavioural urge B and
behaviour selection is based on bactive = argmax(B). The problem this animat needs to solve
is how to survive by keeping hunger and thirst low, while food and water are scattered around
the world. It needs to solve an action selection problem and balance searching, eating and
drinking. If hunger or thirst goes up, search will be triggered and will become the argmax(B)
resulting in searching behaviour. When food is found, this triggers eating. When hunger is
lower again, the animat will start searching because thirst is triggering search behavior but the
hunger is gone due to eating. When finding water it will start drinking, lowering thirst after
which it will start searching again and so on. Now what could emotion be in this system?

Emotion can be simulated in different ways (the following are examples). First we can
assume a hedonic approach, and interpret the homeostatic state as pleasure, i.e. pleasure =

1− (avg(H)). This means that whenever the animat is doing well in terms of its homeostatic
variables, it is also feeling good reflecting the idea of ’core affect’ [Russell 1980]. Second, we
can assume an emotion as feedback approach, and interpret changes to the homeostatic state as
signals of joy and distress, i.e. pleasure = δ(avg(H)). This means that whenever something
happens that moves the homeostatic variables in the desired direction, the animat will feel
good (and vice versa), reflecting the idea that emotions are abstract feedback signals about
the appropriateness of actions for the individual’s well-being [Baumeister et al. 2007]. With
respect to arousal, there are also different choices to be made. For example, we can interpret
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the overall behavioural urge as arousal, i.e. arousal = avg(B), reflecting the idea that arousal is
related to (preparation of) physiological activity [Frijda 2004, Russell 1980]. Second, we can
interpret arousal in a more holistic way such that arousal is ’all activity including information
processing’, i.e. arousal = avg(B,S), presence of stimuli also increases arousal.

Let’s pick an emotion as feedback and physiological activity approach. This means that
activity is linked to arousal, and changes in the homeostatic state are linked to pleasure. If the
animat is hungry, it will search and have high drives for eating. In the absence of food, the
animat will feel aroused and on top of that it feels displeasure every time avg(H) decreases.
When food is found, it will switch to eating behaviour. The animat will still feel aroused
(nothing changed there yet), but will feel pleasure due to the first bite of food reducing the
hunger drive. While eating, hunger goes down and eventually vanishes. At this point, the
animat will either stay there or start wandering around a bit, feels low arousal and neutral
pleasure (no changes). Emotionally we can thus observe the following: high arousal and
displeasure when hungry and searching (fear?); high arousal and pleasure when food is found
(excitement?); low arousal and neutral pleasure when finished eating (relaxed?). It is left as an
exercise to the reader to implement this, perhaps use the emotion as an actual feedback signal
for the agent, and define additional evaluation criteria.

10.2.3.3 Reinforcement Learning appraisal
Assume we want an adaptive household service robot able to communicate to us the extend
to which the learning process is converging and whether or not consequences of events were
anticipated. Inspired by [Broekens and Chetouani 2019, Moerland et al. 2016, Thrun et al.
1999], consider a Reinforcement Learning service robot. The robot receives rewards when
the user praises the robot and for the amount of dust and dirt it collects. While it is learning,
it experiences TD errors and updates Q(s,a) accordingly. Temporal difference errors are
interpreted as signals of joy and distress [Broekens 2018]. For Q-learning this would mean
that Joy and Distress are defined as follows:

i f (T D > 0)→ Joy = T D (10.16)

i f (T D < 0)→ Distress = T D (10.17)

With the TD error defined in the standard way for Q-learning:

T D = r+ γmax
a′

Q(s′,a′)−Q(s,a)old (10.18)

In terms of additional emotion dynamics, whenever an emotion is triggered, it is added
to the current emotional state intensity for that emotion using a logarithmic function with
decay [Reilly 2006] to not saturate the emotion but keep gain at low intensities and allow
for decay over time. At every point in time the agent thus has a vector E = [i joy, idistress]. It
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expresses this vector continuously. While learning the particular tasks in a household it will
experience positive and negative TD’s expressing joy and distress to the user. By the time
the tasks are converted to known RL policies, the robot will become emotionally neutral (and
thus show that the learning has converged) and only express emotions when TD’s occur due
to unexpected outcomes. It is left to the reader to implement a simulation of this, and again,
define additional evaluation criteria.

10.2.3.4 Hard-wired appraisal
The last example is simple. Inspired by [Ochs et al. 2009, Popescu et al. 2014], assume
we want a Non-Play-Character, a villager, in a video game to be able to simulate rudi-
mentary emotions based on events in the game. If the villager can perceive the events
S = {player near,monster near,gold stolen, thie f near}, and has the following emotions
E = { joy, f ear,sadness,anger}, then we can annotate the events as appraisals as follows:

A = {a(player near) = [1,0,0,0],a(monster near) = [0,1,0,0],

a(gold stolen) = [0,0,1,0],a(thie f near) = [0,0,0,1]}
(10.19)

Upon perceiving an event, the emotional state can be updated according the equation (10.1).
When more flexibility is needed, one can annotate the event with input needed for the appraisal
process instead, for example:

likelihood(gold stolen) = 0.5,

conducivenessget rich(gold stolen) =−1
(10.20)

This can now be fed into an appraisal model and leave the emotion calculation to the model,
in the spirit of [Ochs et al. 2009, Popescu et al. 2014]. We leave playing around with this as
an exercise to the reader.

10.3 History / Overview
In this section I give a short overview of the history of computational modelling of emotion,
including important milestones that influenced the different approaches introduced in the
previous section. It will be a brief history, enhanced with some recent work from the last
5 years. For more history on this field including an excellent taxonomy of models pre 2014,
readers are referred to [Gratch and Marsella 2014], while readers should look at [Pfeifer 1988]
for a review of the treatment of emotion and affect in computer models before the field of
emotion modelling existed.

10.3.1 The early period
The computational study of emotion was initiated by the cognitive revolution in psychology.
Computational study of emotion was for the first time explicitly suggested in the early
1980’s by Rolf Pfeifer [Pfeifer 1982], and around the same time by Aaron Sloman and
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Monica Croucher who wrote the influential paper why robots will have emotions [Sloman
and Croucher 1981]. In the late 1980’s psychologists such as Nico Frijda, with his student
Jaap Swagerman [Frijda and Swagerman 1987] started formalising Frijda’s action tendencies
theory and around that same time the influential OCC model was developed [Ortony et al.
1988] by Andrew Ortony, Gerald Clore and Allan Collins. These developments spurred agent-
oriented research into emotion simulation resulting in the famous work by Clark Elliot, the
affective reasoner [Elliott 1992], which was the first full blown cognitive appraisal-based
implementation of the OCC model using goal-based agent reasoning. Emotion simulation
work soon began to be applied in intelligent virtual agents, for example in the work on
believable agents in the Oz project by Scott Reilly and Joseph Bates [Reilly 1996, Reilly and
Bates 1992]. Fuelled by Damasio’s ideas on the importance of emotion on decision making,
emotions also made their appearance in the first social robots such as Kismet [Breazeal 1998]
of which the emotional system was based on Velasquez’s work on modelling emotion-based
decision making [Velasquez 1998].

10.3.2 The diversification period
During the 2000’s a surge in interest was seen in trying to understand the role of emotion
in interaction with agents [Conati et al. 2005, Hudlicka 2003, Paiva 2000]. This was not
in the least due to the book affective computing by Rosalind Picard [Picard 1997] in 1997,
who for the first time defined emotion modelling as part of a field. Simulated emotions were
added to social robots (iCat) and virtual agents (Greta, Steve) and applied to different settings
including pedagogical agents [Gratch and Marsella 2001], negotiation [Core et al. 2006],
game characters [Ochs et al. 2009], and human-robot interaction [Leite et al. 2008]. We see the
development of Virtual Humans (now we would call these Intelligent Virtual Agents, or SIA’s)
that included emotions in their reasoning, their decision making and expressive repertoire
[Allbeck and Badler 2002, Gratch et al. 2002], Also we see that agent researchers started
to look at how to structure the appraisal process based on different formalisms including
planning [Gratch and Marsella 2004], BDI logic [Meyer 2006] and set theoretic approaches
[Broekens 2007] as well as how to embed emotions in complete cognitive agent architectures
[Dias and Paiva 2005, Hudlicka 2005, Marinier III and Laird 2004]. We also see modelling
emotion in relation to complete agents with personality, mood and expression [Rosis et al.
2003]. This was especially seen in embodied conversational agents [Egges et al. 2004]. Other
appraisal theories, including Scherer’s, are also being modelled [Broekens 2007, Marinier
and Laird 2008]. In parallel during the 2000’s, different approaches to emotion modelling
appeared that were not emphasizing the cognitive appraisal but the interplay between emotion
and cognition in agents as well as more embodied (cybernetic) approaches [Belavkin 2001,
Cañamero 2001] as well as first attempts at linking emotion to reinforcement learning and
metalearning and optimization [Hogewoning et al. 2007, Schweighofer and Doya 2003].
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However, most of the work remained focussed on computational investigation and application
of cognitive appraisal and in particular the OCC model in interactive agents.

10.3.3 Current work
By the end of the 2000’s it became clear that the field needed to focus more on the evaluation
of models of emotion [Broekens et al. 2013, Gratch et al. 2009]. This shifts the focus to the
question why emotions were added in the first place. We see that validity (is the emotion
theoretically valid) and user experience (how does the model impact the human in the loop)
become important evaluation criteria. With regards to user experience, we see, for example, a
focus on applying emotions in robots and agents for specific reasons including robot empathy
[Paiva et al. 2017] in human robot interaction (See also Chapter 11), the building of rapport
between SIA and human (see Chapter 12), enhancing non-player character flexibility in
games [Chowanda et al. 2016], for review see [Yannakakis and Paiva 2014] and Chapter 27,
and enhancing cognitive-assistive technologies [Robillard and Hoey 2018]. With regards to
validity, we see approaches that focus on studying particular theoretical aspects of artificial
emotion elicitation, such as how can emotions result from temporal difference reinforcement
learning [Broekens and Dai 2019, Moerland et al. 2016], how can appraisal be modelled on top
of reinforcement learning state-value information [Sequeira et al. 2014], how can we ground
emotion in robot physiology [Kiryazov et al. 2013, Lowe et al. 2016] and interaction with
robots [Jung 2017], how can appraisal be conceptualized as an iterative affective summary
process [Marsella and Gratch 2009], and how can Damasio’s as-is loop be simulated using
a dynamical systems approach [Bosse et al. 2008]. Finally we see a large body of research
working towards integrating emotion and other affective phenomena such as personality,
relations as well as user emotions (user modelling) into the decisions-making process of SIA’s.

10.4 Similarities and Differences in IVAs and SRs
The main approach for emotion elicitation in Socially Interactive Agents is cognitive ap-
praisal, although models of emotions in social robots tend to also investigate embodied ap-
proaches (such as grounding affective dimensions in robot’s physiology). Further, in both
fields emotions are often used in interaction with people. Other chapters go into more de-
tail on this (such as Chapter 8, 11, and 12). Overall, the two fields are relatively well aware
of what each other does when it comes to modelling emotion elicitation through cognitive
appraisal. RL-based and embodied modelling are more seen in Robots and more theoretical
agent simulation studies that do not involve interaction but mainly task-based agent learning
or adaptation scenarios. These modelling approaches are at this point still more theoretical in
nature.
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10.5 Current Challenges and Future Directions
In this section we discuss seven (somewhat arbitrary) challenges in the modelling of emotion.
We discuss challenges originating from the core of emotion simulation and challenges in
applying emotions in SIA’s. First, it is still not clear how to select the appropriate frame
of reasoning for generating emotions based on cognitive appraisal theory. As most theories
assume emotions are triggered by the appraisal of a stimulus or appraisal of the belief-desire
structure, the question in AI agents remains, what goals do I take into account, and do I focus
on the hope or fear side of things. Many emotions may result from a single percept, and it
is not clear if all of these arise, only the strongest, or only the last, etc.... It remains to be
seen if this issue can be solved at all. Second, the intensity of emotions stays a difficult issue.
Up until now there is no widely accepted model for emotion intensity based on appraisal
theoretic simulations. Third, how can we ground and user-test emotions in other architectures
than classical cognitive agents, including adaptive agents and simple robots? Will we be stuck
with human perception studies only, or is there more to be done, e.g. replicating animal studies
of emotion? Fourth, how to incorporate recent evidence that emotions follow a hierarchy with
little basic emotions [Jack et al. 2014]. Should this perspective change the way we develop
computational appraisal models? Fifth, we need to test the plausibility and effects of SIA
emotion, as generated by an elicitation process, in non-trivial and longer-term interaction
domains. For example, the effect of an emotional agent that is always supportive and empathic
might be counterproductive in the long run and raise frustration. Sixth, there is still a lack
of standard benchmarks for testing (often quite complex) emotion models. For this, human-
agent negotiation can be a good basis as this involve many aspects of emotion including
reactive emotions, appraisal, utility, norms, values, and strategic use if emotions [Gratch et al.
2015]. Related to this is the fact that there are many models that implement emotion, mood,
personality and relations, but there is in fact no way to test and compare these complex models.
We need simple interaction effects between affective phenomena to be replicated (such as the
impact of mood on emotion and vice versa), including what this might bring to the user in
terms of experience. Seventh, emotions are used by humans to explain their point of view
and perspective. In AI there is the potential to investigate the use of emotion modelling in
explanation, transparency, ethics and simulated emotions. Emotional expression grounded
in the decision making process of the agent could be a form of transparency of the SIA’s
functioning [Broekens and Chetouani 2019, Kaptein et al. 2017].

10.6 Summary
We have covered important affective concepts including emotion, mood, attitude, personality
and relation. We have covered how these concepts are computationally represented. Then we
covered four approaches to the simulation of appraisal in SIA’s and given practical working
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examples of these approaches. Finally, we surveyed the history of the field and pointed out
current challenges in emotion modelling.
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